Abstract. Let R be a ring, a mapping F : R → R together with a mapping d : R → R is called a multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation if F (xy) =
Introduction
During the time (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) (1946) (1947) (1948) (1949) (1950) , when the general structure theory of rings was in progress, a significant amount of work was done by Jacobson, Herstein, Bell, Kezlan, Abu-Khuzam (see [19] and references therein) on certain polynomial constraints that force a ring to be commutative. Nowadays, there has been an ongoing interest in the investigation of polynomial constrains involving various types of derivations of rings; such constrains are usually known as differential identities. Although the notion of derivation has been existing since long back, but it took more attention of the algebraists after Posner, who established two remarkable results on derivations of prime rings (see [23, ) and hence initiated the study of relationships between the behaviour of derivations and the structure of rings.
Further, the concept of derivation has been generalized in many directions for last few decades. One of these directions reports to generalized derivation, which was introduced by Brešar [7] . The study of centralizing and commuting derivations goes back to 1957, when Posner [23] proved the first notable result on centralizing (or commuting) derivations, which states that the existence of a nonzero centralizing 88 GURNINDER S. SANDHU AND DEEPAK KUMAR derivation of a prime ring R implies that R is commutative. Since then, there has been a considerable interest in the study of centralizing and commuting maps of prime and semiprime rings. For this sort of work, we refer the reader to [2] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [11] , [21] , [22] , [24] , [26] and references therein.
Let us turn to the brief background investigation of multiplicative derivations.
The study of multiplicative derivations was initiated by Daif [10] inspired by the extraordinary work of Martindale [20] on the additivity of multiplicative isomorphisms. Later on, the complete description of these mappings was given by Goldmann andŠemrl [15] . In [12] , Daif et al. generalized the idea of multiplicative derivation to multiplicative generalized derivation. Recently, Dhara and Ali [13] introduced the notion of multiplicative (generalized)-derivation which is a slight generalization of multiplicative generalized derivation. Moreover, Camci and Aydin [8] explored the nature of the mappings associated with multiplicative (generalized)-derivations of semiprime rings. One may easily observe that the idea of multiplicative (generalized)-derivation seems more appropriate as it covers both the concepts of multiplicative derivation and multiplicative generalized derivation. During the last few years many results involving multiplicative (generalized)-derivations in prime and semiprime rings has been obtained. For a good cross section of this subject, one may see [3] , [13] , [16] , [27] , [28] and references therein.
In 1957, Herstein [17] initiated the study of reverse derivations in prime rings, where he proved that a prime ring possessing a reverse derivation is a commutative integral domain and hence reverse derivation behaves like an ordinary derivation.
Amid the most recent couple of years, many authors investigated reverse derivations and extended this notion in several ways (see [1] , [14] , [25] , [28] ). Recently, Aboubakr et. al. [1] generalized the concept of reverse derivation to generalized reverse derivation and provided a study of relationship between generalized reverse derivations and generalized derivations. Inspired by this, Tiwari et. al. [28] gave the notion of multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation, which is a further generalization of so called l−generalized reverse derivation.
Throughout, R is an associative ring and Z(R) stands for the center of R. In this paper, we study the action of multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivations on prime rings with annihilator conditions and obtain several commutativity theorems.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1.
(i) If R is a ring such that aRb = (0)(or aRa = (0)) implies either a = 0 or b = 0 (or a = 0) for all a, b ∈ R, then R is said to be a prime (or semi-prime) ring.
(ii) For any nonempty subset S of R, the right annihilator r R (S) of S in R is the set of all r ∈ R such that Sr = (0). Accordingly, the left annihilator
is the set of all r ∈ R such that rS = (0). The intersection of right and left annihilators of S in R is called annihilator of S in R, that is Ann R (S) = {r ∈ R : sr = 0 and rs = 0 for all s ∈ S} (iii) Let H be a nonempty subset of R. Then a mapping f : H → R is said
(iv) Let R be a ring. An additive mapping d : R → R is said to be a derivation Before going further, we construct an example to show that a reverse derivation need not to be a derivation and vice-versa.
, where Z is the ring of integers. We define a map λ :
. It is easy to verify that λ is a reverse derivation on R but not a derivation. Now, let φ : R → R be a map defined by φ
. This map φ is a derivation on R but not a reverse derivation.
For x, y ∈ R, the symbol [x, y] stands for the commutator of x, y defined by xy −yx. In this paper, we shall use the basic commutator identities very frequently:
for all x, y, z ∈ R. Also we shall make use of the following well known result:
If a prime ring R contains a nonzero commutative (and hence central) right ideal, then R is commutative.
Main results
Theorem 3.1. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R and F : R → R a multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation associated with a map d : R → R. If for some 0 = a ∈ R, a(F (xy) ± xy) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I, then R is commutative.
Proof. Let us begin with
Substitute yz instead of y in (1), we find
Substituting y with ay, in (2), we get
Left multiply (2) by a and subtract from (3), we get a[x, a]yz = 0 where x, y, z ∈ I.
Since R is a prime ring and I is a nonzero ideal of R, we obtain
Replace x by xr, where r ∈ R in (4), we obtain a[x, a]r + ax[r, a] = 0 for all x ∈ I and r ∈ R. Application of (4) reduces it to ax[r, a] = 0. Primeness of R implies that [r, a] = 0 as a = 0 for all r ∈ R. That means a ∈ Z(R). But center of a prime ring does not contain a zero-divisor, so (2) yields
Replace y by ty in (5), we obtain
Use of (5) gives [x, t]yz = 0 for all x, y, z, t ∈ I. Again primeness of R yields that [I, I] = (0). Hence, I is commutative and so by Lemma 2.3, R is commutative.
By doing all as above, one can prove the same conclusion for a(F (xy) − xy) = 0
for all x, y ∈ I.
Theorem 3.2. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R and F : R → R a multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation associated with a map d : R → R. If for some 0 = a ∈ R, a(F (x)F (y) ± xy) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I, then R is commutative.
Proof. Let us begin with a(F (x)F (y) + xy) = 0 ∀ x, y ∈ I.
Substituting y with yt in (7), we get a(F (x)F (t)+xt)y+aF (x)td(y)+a(xyt−xty) = 0 where x, y, t ∈ I. By hypothesis, we infer
Replace t by rt, where r ∈ R in (8), we obtain
Replace x by rx in (8), we have
Subtraction of (9) from (10) gives
Substituting x with ax in (11), we get
Relation (11) reduces it to
Since R is prime, either a[R, a] = (0) or [I, I] = (0), that is either a ∈ Z(R) or R is commutative. Because 0 = a ∈ R, so by (11), we find
In particular, for r = y in (14), we have
Substituting x with zx in (15) and then using this relation, we get
for all x, y, t ∈ I, which implies [I, I] = (0), implying R is commutative.
By doing all as above, one can prove the same conclusion for a(F (x)F (y)−xy) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I.
Theorem 3.3. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R and F : R → R a multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation associated with a map d : R → R. If
or R is commutative.
Replace x by zx in (16), we find a(F (xy)±F (y)F (x))z +a(xyd(z)±F (y)xd(z)) = 0
for any x, y, z ∈ I. Our hypothesis yields
Substitute ry instead of y in (17), we find
Replace x by rx in (17) and subtract it from (18), we obtain
Substituting x with xr in (19), we get
Substituting y with ry in (19), we obtain
Combining (21) and ( Firstly, we assume that Id(I) = (0) where z ∈ I. Since I is a nonzero ideal of R and R is a prime ring, so it implies that d(I) = (0). In this case F (xy) = F (y)x for any x, y ∈ I. Therefore, our hypothesis yields
Replace y by ty in (23) to obtain aF (y)t(x ± F (x)) + ayd(t)(x ± F (x)) = 0 for all x, y, t ∈ I. Using (23), we obtain aF (y)t(x ± F (x)) = 0. Since R is a prime ring so either aF (I) = (0) or x ± F (x) = 0 for all x ∈ I. Let us suppose that
Substituting y with yr in (24) in order to get aF (r)y = 0. Again, primeness of R implies that aF (R) = (0), which is an interesting observation. Substituting y with ry in (24), we get 0 = aF (y)r + ayd(r) = ayd(r) for any y ∈ I and r ∈ R. Since R is a prime ring and a = 0, we obtain d(R) = (0).
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On the other hand, if
On substituting rx in the place of x in (25), we find rx ± F (x)r ± xd(r) = 0 for all x ∈ I, r ∈ I. That is, [r, x] + (x ± F (x))r ± xd(r) = 0 where x ∈ I and r ∈ R. In the view of (25), it becomes
Replace x by yx in (26) and using it, we get [r, y]x = 0 for all x, y ∈ I and r ∈ R.
Since I is a nonzero ideal of prime ring R, so R contains a nonzero central ideal.
In the view of Lemma 2.3, R is commutative.
Next, we assume that a[a, r] = 0 for all r ∈ R. Substitute rs instead of r, we find ar[a, s] = 0 for all r, s ∈ R. Which is aR[a, s] = (0), again primeness of R implies a ∈ Z(R) as a = 0. But R is a prime ring, so equation (19) forces
Replace y by ty in (27), we get
Left multiply (27) 
Replace x by xr in (29) and using it, we obtain
Substitute ty in place of y in (30) and using it to get [x, r]t[y, r] = 0 for all x, y, t ∈ I and r ∈ R. Again, primeness of R implies that R contains a nonzero central ideal and hence R is commutative with the aid of Lemma 2.3.
Since R is prime ring, the latter case Id(I) = (0) implies that d(I) = (0).
Therefore, in this case F (xy) = F (y)x for all x, y ∈ I. So our hypothesis yields that F (x)(y ± F (y)) = 0 for any x, y ∈ I, by following the same procedure as in the first case we get d(R) = 0.
In this sequel, it is natural to consider the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R and F : R → R a multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation associated with a map d : R → R. If for some 0 = a ∈ R, a(F (xy) ± F (x)F (y)) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I, then either d = 0 or R is commutative.
In order to prove this claim, we need to develop some more results. Hence, we shall give the proof in the end.
Theorem 3.5. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R and F : R → R a multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation associated with a map d : R → R. If for some 0 = a ∈ R, a(F (x)F (y) ± yx) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I, then R is commutative.
Replace y by zy in (31), we get a(F (x)F (y) + yx)z + a(F (x)yd(z) + [z, yx]) = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ I. By hypothesis, we find
Substitute zx for x in (32), we obtain
Replace y by yz in (32), we find
Subtract (34) from (33) in order to find
Replace x by zx in (35), we obtain
Substituting y with zy in (35), we have
Subtract (36) from (37), we get
Substitute ax instead of x in (38), we obtain
Left multiply (38) by a and subtract it from (39), we find 
Putting y = ay in relation (40) in order to find
Using (40) in (41), we obtain a[z, a]yx = 0. Since R is prime ring and I a nonzero ideal of R, we get a[a, z] = 0 for all z ∈ I. Replacing z by zr, where r ∈ R, we get aI[a, r] = (0). It implies that a ∈ Z(R). But center of a prime ring does not contain zero-divisor, hence (40) implies
Replace x by xr in (42), where r ∈ R and using it, we obtain yx[z, r] = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ I and r ∈ R. Primeness of R implies I ⊆ Z(R). By Lemma 2.3, R is commutative.
On the other hand, if a ∈ Z(R) and R is a prime ring so (32) yields
Replace x by zx in (43) and we have By doing all as above, one can prove the same conclusion for a(F (x)F (y)−yx) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I.
Theorem 3.6. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a prime ring R and F : R → R a multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation associated with a map d : R → R. If for some 0 = a ∈ R, a(F (xy) ± yx) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I, then R is commutative.
Proof. Let us begin with a(F (xy) + yx) = 0 ∀ x, y ∈ I.
Substituting x with zx in (47), we get a(F (xy) + yx)z + a(xyd(z) + y[z, x]) = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ I. By hypothesis, we find
Replace x by ax in (48), we obtain
Left multiply (48) by a, we find
Subtract (50) from (49) and we infer
Replace z by zx in (51), we get
Combining (51) and (52), we have
Putting y = ry in (53), where r ∈ R, we obtain aRyz[x, a]x = (0). Since a = 0 and R is a prime ring, we must have yz[x, a]x = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ I. Again primeness of R implying [x, a]x = 0 for all x ∈ I. Linearizing w.r.t.x, we get
Substituting x with xr in (54), we find
Right multiply (55) by r and subtract from (54), we get
Replace y by yz in (56), we obtain us assume that a ∈ Z(R) and R is a prime ring. Therefore, relation (48) forces
Substitute rx in place of x in (59), we get
Left multiply (59) by r and subtract from (60), we find
Replace x by xr in (61) and using it to obtain [y, r]x[z, r] = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ I and r ∈ R. Again, primeness of R implies that R contains a nonzero central ideal.
Hence, R is commutative.
By doing all as above, one can prove the same conclusion for a(F (xy) − yx) = 0
In the direction of Herstein [17] , we obtain the following results on multiplicative reverse derivations: 
. Now, note that the above conditions Next we construct the following example, which is showing that some of our theorems can not be extended to semiprime rings. The set I = {0} × D is an ideal of R. Now, it is easy to see that a(F (xy) ± xy) = 0 and a(F (x)F (y) ± xy) = 0 for all x, y ∈ I; but R is not a commutative ring.
If R is a prime ring, then Q r (R) and Q s (R) denotes the right and symmetric
Martindale ring of quotients respectively. It is a well known fact that centers of Q r (R) and Q s (R) coincide and denoted by C, which is called the extended centroid of R. The symbol RC = R C denotes the central closure of R, which is again a prime ring, hence we may construct Q r (R C ). In this section, we explore the structure of the mapping d which is associated with multiplicative (generalized)-reverse derivation Proof. For any x, y, z ∈ R, we find F (xzy) = F (zy)x + zyd(x). That is,
On the other hand, we obtain
Subtract (63) from (62), we obtain
Replace x by xz in (64), we get
Right multiply (64) by z and subtract it from (65), we obtain
Substitute ty instead of y in (66), we find Corollary 3.13. Let R be a noncommutative prime ring and F : R → R be a mapping of R satisfying F (x + y) = F (x) + F (y) and F (xy) = F (y)x + yd(x) for all x, y ∈ R and a mapping d of R. Then d is a left centralizer of R.
Theorem 3.14. Every generalized reverse derivation F of a noncommutative prime ring R is of the form F (x) = −xq for all x ∈ R and fixed q ∈ Q r (R C ).
Proof. Since F is a generalized reverse derivation of R associated with left centralizer d of R. In the light of Hvala [18] , these exist a q ∈ Q r (R C Corollary 3.15. Let F : R → R be a generalized reverse derivation of a noncommutative prime ring R. If F is commuting on R, then there exists some q ∈ C such that F (x) = −qx for all x ∈ R.
Proof. By hypothesis, [F (x), x] = 0 for all x ∈ R. In the view of theorem 3.14, we have −[xq, x] = 0 for some q ∈ Q r (R C ). That is, x[q, x] = 0 for all x ∈ R. Hence, by Theorem (I) of [9] , we are done.
